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Introduction 
This class will discuss some key ideas for newer members, a self-check for skills and resources and a list of specific 

simple projects with links to examples, blogs or other online instructions. This is a general class that will look at a wide 

variety of items, define what the different items are and provide resources to patterns and instructions but not cover the 

construction of the items themselves.  The goals for this class are designed for people new to historic costuming and those 

who help them.  

Key Ideas for (New) Members 

Show up, have fun and explore first  
 The first thing we need you to do is to show up and start having fun.  Once you have fun we can cement you in as 

an active member of the SCA.  All of the refinement can happen over time, but don’t let working on the perfect outfit 

keep you from attending and having fun. 

There are many ways to play  
 There are many time periods, many cultures, many that you haven’t seen yet.  Don’t just settle on “Viking.” Take 

your time and look around and explore before making a commitment. 

Don’t compare yourself to where others are at 
 Many of our friends have been playing for a long time, don’t fall in the trap of comparing what you have to them.  

The big goal is for all of us is for us as individuals to learn and grow and improve ourselves over time.  Then you can 

compare where you are at now to where you were.  

Try before you buy- 
 There are many ways to borrow outfits and components to either supplement what you have or to get you started.  

Check out local resources of recruiters and loaner clothing if available.   

Improve over time 
 Once you have met the most important expectations of showing up and having fun, then you can work on 

improving over time.  Pick some goals and work towards them.  Add accessories, add layers, add the next outfit.  Allow 

yourself the time to become an experienced member of the SCA 

Play within reason 
 This hobby is an amazing amount of fun and someone can run around with a credit card and buy their way to an 

amazing kit very quickly.  There is no reason to do this.  We should all learn to play in a way that is sustainable for all of 

us, so not all of us will have the same amount of cash in our SCA fun budget. 

Self-Assessment of Skills, Resources and Needs 
Assess where you are 

Sewing experience 
Some people do come to us with sewing experience.  Many times the only thing someone with modern sewing experience 

is lacking is the patterns to follow and knowledge of good fabric choices.  The people with no sewing experience can be 

taught, but the teaching may take a time commitment that should be factored in as well as allowing people the time to 

learn through trial and error. 
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Skill level 
Skills can go beyond sewing skills, and sewing skills go beyond just experience using a sewing machine. Some people are 

more skilled at visualizing the fit of garments and deconstructing projects into their elements.  Skills may also extend to 

garment components beyond the fabric.  Skills like weaving, leather working and metal working can turn a simple 

clothing item into a complete project.  

 

Historic knowledge 
People come to us with wide ranges of knowledge.  We have people whose extensive knowledge is based on old or new 

Hollywood movies and tv shows as well as those who have a more academic background. Someone who wants a bliaut, 

cotehardie or surcote may not have the vocabulary to communicate what they want even if they know the look. 

 

Money 
Any problem can go away quickly if you throw enough money at it.  The more money you have, the more possible paths 

open up, but advice about what people spend their money on should be tempered with understanding.  We want people to 

play in a sustainable way and not set unrealistic budgets.  

 

Some options just cost more.  I have talked to people wanting to order some of the fairly expensive garments available 

online before exploring if they can make the same thing themselves or have it made better and for less by another in the 

SCA.  We would all rather have you look just ok and afford to come to an event than sit at home alone looking really 

good.  There are also now a lot of decent options online (mixed in with many many bad ones).  You can now, more than 

ever before, buy some pretty good starter clothes online for a reasonable cost.  

 

Money also has influence on the choices in the materials we use.  With fewer options open to us for buying fabric locally 

and the challenges of buying fabric sight unseen online, we sometimes have to make concessions.  I would still try to get 

newer members away from polyester and other plastic fabrics in favor of cottons, lines, wools and blends, but we should 

also discourage use of many of the quilting fabrics.  These often make up the majority or the entirety of fabric stores and 

they won’t really produce garments that will last.  They might save a buck or two starting out, but investing in some better 

fabric will make the investment last. Many times finding the really good places and the really good deals means talking to 

the people who know, and many are willing to help with advice. 

 

Time 
Do you need clothing for next year? Next month? Next week?  In the morning?  The time we have to get ready informs 

the choices we make.  It is better to be there, relaxed, awake and in clothing that is not as nice then to stay up all night 

stressing about the project and then sleeping through the event.  For most (not all) of our new people, the key point for 

their first events is getting them in the door and helping them have fun and to see that they belong here.  Some of us are 

here for the clothing, but for most, the clothing is ancillary to experiencing the leaning, the socializing, the belonging.    

 

Resources 
Among the resources we need to proceed down the path are the things we think about like a sewing machine, a place to 

sew, but also the access to the raw materials.  With the closing of many of the better fabric stores, your access to resources 

is dependent on where you live and your comfort (and key points of knowledge) with ordering online.   

 

Resources also include the access to people with knowledge.  Rural groups that have members that must drive hundreds of 

miles to get assistance don’t measure up to the larger cities that have weekly sewing circles across town featuring multiple 

experts. For groups that lack the local access to people-resources we can supplement a little with online and printed 

resources.  – but don’t forget that a key point of the SCA is the social part. A handout or e mail can never equal a friend 

by your side helping you.  

 



Making a Plan 
Most of the time the people joining us have a deadline or goal that they are striving towards.  This can often be an event 

they want to attend or an outfit they want, or perhaps it is a set of outfits for an entire family for an event.  I have found 

that often this is the main determining factor because it limits our time.  With more time we can budget for larger costs or 

learn what we need to know or shop around, but when our time is limited we know many of our other options are limited. 

 

We can plan for our needs for the first events and also make a plan to improve.  If we identify what the immediate needs 

are for clothing for the first (and maybe second or third) event, we can meet those needs.  We find the right path, borrow, 

buy, make it or have it made.  Once you have that starter set it is that, just your starting place.   

 

Once you have secured the starting point you can look into making longer term plans.  Maybe that looks like constructing 

an ensemble from the bottom layers out with foundational garments.  Or maybe that mean making the outer layer of a cote 

or over tunic and adding the under layers as you go.  You plan might also include what accessories you want to add, belts, 

pouches, hats, leg wraps, all of these are little additions that help create a much greater whole. And this can be done over 

time. 

 

You might want to find an image online for a goal or a picture from a book.  Identify the components that make it an ideal 

image to you, list them and rank them in importance.  Now more than ever you can go online and find instructions to 

make the things or costs to straight out buy them.  No matter how you make the progress on your plan, make sure you 

allow yourself time to make that progress.  

Pitfalls 

Bad links 
Members of the SCA have been on the internet as long as the internet has been around.  It is no wonder that there are a lot 

of old websites out there that aren’t updated.  There are a lot of link pages with dead links and a lot od pages with very 

dated information.  Check the date at the bottom of a page to make sure it has been updates in the last 10 years before 

trusting it a whole lot, and don’t give up when you run into all the dead links.  

Fantasy as truth 
Different people play in different ways.  Some people are not trying for any amount of historical accuracy in what they do, 

and that’s fine for many different experiences like ren fairs or cos play.  In the SCA the general goal for most participants 

is to learn, improve and grow over time, including getting more accurate.  Many searches on like may produce results 

presented as facts that are not real. Wading through these responses can be a challenge and there are always people willing 

to help. 

Facts do Change 
We like to think that a fact is a fact.  In truth our understanding of history is still evolving.  New technology is being used 

to look at old discoveries and even old finds that have been buried in museums are being photographed and put online 

where we can search for them.  More primary source information is available to you now than ever before. 

 Pinterest is a pain 
 Pinterest is an interesting place to while away the hours looking at a variety of different crafts and things that people do.  

Sadly it doesn’t distinguish between results that are real and accurate and ones that are complete fantasy or completely 

wrong. To remove most Pinterest results from a google search you can type “-site:pinterest.com” 

Examples of Simple Clothing Projects 
I have attempted to gather together some interesting links to vetted sites that may be of interest to new people.  These are, 

by far, not the only examples of sites talking about these projects.  Many costumers out there hoping for awards are 

putting up more and more blog posts and web pages talking about their projects.  But we can use these to help us find our 

way 

https://leobalecelad.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/collegium_garb_tunicevolution.pdf 
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Garments 
Birka tunic style tunic  - 1100’s - a very easy to make tunic that fits comfortably 

 

https://www.virtue.to/articles/tunic_worksheet.html 

http://www.forest.gen.nz/Medieval/articles/Tunics/TUNICS.HTML 

  
Tunica – more accurate – for reeeeeeallly early period.  

https://www.romanhideout.com/legiov/fabrica/tunica.php?Lang=EN 

  
Coptic tunic – some of the extents are actual 2 seam tunics, but it was woven that way and the additional decorations 

make it something specific 

https://www.comitatus.net/romantunics.html 

https://www.centralpaweavers.com/uploads/7/1/1/4/71149729/ice_age_garment_found_in_norway.pdf 

 
Lendbreen tunic – Iron age – Glacier find.  Very complete wool tunic find modernly analyzed with detailed 

reconstruction information available. Basic 3 piece construction with sleeves out of slightly different fabric.   

 

https://secretsoftheice.com/funn/2016/06/28/reconstruction/ 

https://www.academia.edu/4372500/Out_of_the_Norwegian_glaciers_Lendbreen_a_tunic_from_the_early_first_mill

ennium_AD 

 

  Thorsbjerg tunic – another very easy tunic, but not as comfortable to wear 
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http://drentha.com/2017/02/16/patterning-a-tunic-for-a-sixth-century-anglo-saxon/ 

 
Vilborg tunic, Denmark 1000’s, another very easy tunic just slightly harder than a 2 seam tunic 

http://www.forest.gen.nz/Medieval/articles/Viborg/VIBORG.HTM 

 
Hedeby tunic 900’s-1000’s– not much harder than the two seam tunic, the almost inset sleeves allow for better fit. 

https://prezi.com/uwovubi3g4_g/jjs-hedeby-tunic-pattern-drafting-and-cutting-030319/ 

 
Kraglund tunic  - 1000-???– Not much harder than a two seam tunic, but the added complexity of the sleeves 

adds comfort, but more difficulty, but not by much. 

 

http://www.personal.utulsa.edu/~marc-carlson/cloth/kraglund.html 

 
Skjoldehamn tunic 1000-??– The extant seems to be more of an outer garment, but again it is more 

comfortable and not really any harder to make.  

http://www.personal.utulsa.edu/~marc-carlson/cloth/skolde2.html 

 

http://www.chesholme.com/wfiles/2-0-A-Basic-Tunic.pdf 
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Saint Louis Shirt - pre 1270– an excellent basic undershirt based on an extant example.  Easy to make and 

usable under a wide range of other styles as basic under garments. 

http://heatherrosejones.com/stlouisshirt/ 

 
Cote – a variety of button up loose fitting garments  - look in the Medieval Tailor’s Assistant book 

 
Normal PJ pants – oversimplification of period pant examples, but a basic beginner design. A pattern can be obtained 

by cutting apart an old pair of sweat pants or PJ pants and laying them out.   

You can also look for scrub pants.  Linen cotton blend drawstring pants can easily be found online for less than $30 

https://i.pinimg.com/originals/0d/1a/48/0d1a488e3febc62151ed8276afb64c69.jpg 

 
 

Roman woman’s clothing:  Peplos /Doric chiton/ Ionic chiton/ stola 

 Even easier then sewing a t tunic is something that barely needs sewn at all.  These garments are 

perfect for the hot summer events.  Few accessories are needed to complete the looks and a variety of basic and easily 

found fabrics can be used to make them 

 

http://www.vroma.org/~bmcmanus/clothing2.html 

 

https://vestificasericata.wordpress.com/ 

  
Early Finnish “Eura” dress 

http://heatherrosejones.com/stlouisshirt/
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/0d/1a/48/0d1a488e3febc62151ed8276afb64c69.jpg
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 The “Eura Costume” early Finnish dress is also very simple to make and the 3 basic pieces have only 

straight lines to sew.  They can be easily made more elaborate over time by adding decorations as time allows 

 

https://ravencrosspress.wordpress.com/2015/04/14/eura-underdress-the-family-look-pt-1/ 

http://www.vikinganswerlady.com/FTP_Files/Ancient_Finnish_Costumes.PDF 

 

 
Tunic dresses, Tunic gown, Cotes, a common construction method for garments that have an accurate liniage 

for certain time periods and cultures and are a commonly used and easy way to begin connecting with a wide section of 

SCA period.  A similar construction technique can be found for smocks, or underdress, as well as outer layers. 

 

http://www.strony.toya.net.pl/~kuswir/MTA.pdf 

http://www.forest.gen.nz/Medieval/articles/Tunics/TUNICS.HTML 

 

 
Smokker/Hangeroc/Norse apron dress 

 These have become a new go-to clothing option.  They are very easy to sew and have few required 

accessories to start moving down the path towards authenticity.  In my mind the biggest weakness of this garment is the 

extreme lack of extant pieces.  Garments are extrapolated from a few tiny shreds of garments.  

 

http://honorbeforevictory.com/norse-apron-dress-smokkr-instructions-and-pattern-easy-fun-and-comfortable/ 

 
Bliaut – about 1150-1250 -One step beyond the tunic dresses, bliauts are an easy way to capture some of the 

medieval magic for a newcomer.  They offer a more authentic way to provide the fantasy experience that goes a long 

way to capturing the heart and imagination of a newer member. 

https://adamselindisdress.blog/2014/04/28/12th-century-dress-the-bliaut/comment-page-1/ 
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Gown/kirtle - They can range from loose to semi-fitted to tightly fitted with many variations of closers, sleeves and 

necklines.  I am betting on average they will be more forgiving in fitting more people and body shapes. 

Medieval Tailor’s Assistant 

  
Cotehardie - For the right body types it is extremely flattering as well as very efficient in use of fabric. In 

period there are versions for both men and women. 

http://www.chesholme.com/wfiles/2-1-Cotehardie.pdf 

 

Surcoats They are easy to make, don’t require too much fabric and can drastically alter the look when 

accessorizing a limited number of gowns. There are also different kinds of garments called surcoats. In period there are 

versions for both men and women. 

http://www.strony.toya.net.pl/~kuswir/MTA.pdf 

 

 

Variety of shifts and underdresses 

The undergarments are really added components as for a new person they can usually use modern under 

garments under single layers of outer wear.  The undergarments help to hide unwanted glimpses below laced shut 

garments.  The under layers are often easier to make as well.   

 

http://thedreamstress.com/2014/04/plausible-ish-14th-century-smock-construction-maybe/ 

Medieval Tailor’s Assistant 

Accessories  
 

Accessories are the optional components that can be added as time and money allow, but they are still option.  

The smaller projects do make for good learning projects as they tend to be smaller and less is wasted if mistakes are 

made 

http://www.chesholme.com/wfiles/2-1-Cotehardie.pdf
http://www.strony.toya.net.pl/~kuswir/MTA.pdf
http://thedreamstress.com/2014/04/plausible-ish-14th-century-smock-construction-maybe/


 
Cloaks – full circle cloaks, ½ circle, roman Paenula, traveler’s cloak, the usual go to item for new people.  It 

captures the fantasy aspect of the SCA.  But coats are far better. Please think about a coat over a cloak. 

http://www.theweebsite.com/sewing/cloaks/circular.html 

 

Norse men’s coat - - 900’s Birka, grave 832 

There are several examples of this shorter wrap around outer layer –  

 

https://www.academia.edu/32370239/The_Klappenrock_A_Viking_warriors_Coat_From_10th_C_Haithabu 

 

 
Norse Women’s coat –  

https://skogsduva.wordpress.com/2013/03/20/viking-coat-pattern/ 

 

Liripipe hood – simple and useful, it helps to keep warm and make an outfit look good  

 

https://maniacalmedievalist.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/construct-a-med-hood.pdf 

http://www.theweebsite.com/sewing/cloaks/circular.html
https://www.academia.edu/32370239/The_Klappenrock_A_Viking_warriors_Coat_From_10th_C_Haithabu
https://skogsduva.wordpress.com/2013/03/20/viking-coat-pattern/
https://maniacalmedievalist.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/construct-a-med-hood.pdf


 
London hood type 4,  1300’s – very basic hood with a shorter mantel,  

 

https://katafalk.wordpress.com/2013/06/11/buttoned-and-lined-liripipe/ 

 

Skjoldehamn hood – 1050-1090 

 

https://nattmal.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/skjoldehamn-hood/ 

 
4 or 6 panel hat – a basic beanie hat, made out of wool it can help you keep warm 

 

https://rozewolf.wordpress.com/sca-costume-work/viking-hats/how-to-construct-a-viking-hat/ 

 
Basic bag hat - Phrygian Cap 

 

http://www.housebarra.com/EP/ep06/16cap.html 

  
Coif – a good project for learning hand sewing, I usually make these out of my scraps 

 

https://www.virtue.to/articles/coif.html 

https://katafalk.wordpress.com/2013/06/11/buttoned-and-lined-liripipe/
https://nattmal.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/skjoldehamn-hood/
https://rozewolf.wordpress.com/sca-costume-work/viking-hats/how-to-construct-a-viking-hat/
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Norse woman’s hat / coppergate hood / Jorvic Hood – very simple accessory for Norse outfits 

http://genvieve.net/sca/vikingcap.html 

https://dawnsdressdiary.wordpress.com/2015/01/14/viking-age-hoods-jorvik-dublin/ 

 
Small cloth bag – a bag easily made out of scraps of fabric. 

https://katafalk.wordpress.com/2014/11/18/medieval-textile-belt-purse/ 

http://cottesimple.com/articles/aumonieres/ 

 
Pleat work Apron/ smocked apron 

http://germanrenaissance.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Honeycomb-Pleatwork-Apron-Class.pdf 

 

 
1 yard bag/script bag 

https://starsandgartersdotblog.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/web-script-or-shoulder-bag-as-treasure-chest-intro-

sheet.docx 

  

 Winingas/Leg wraps -  a small scrap of wool fabric can yield effective leg wraps.  For loaner gear I find a light to 

medium weight wool.  Cut 4 strips of the fabric in a 4 in wide strip selvage to selvage.  To finish I sew each pair together 

to make 2 very long strips, then interlock (if you can), fold and hem the long edges. 

  

http://genvieve.net/sca/vikingcap.html
https://dawnsdressdiary.wordpress.com/2015/01/14/viking-age-hoods-jorvik-dublin/
https://katafalk.wordpress.com/2014/11/18/medieval-textile-belt-purse/
http://cottesimple.com/articles/aumonieres/
http://germanrenaissance.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Honeycomb-Pleatwork-Apron-Class.pdf


Going to the Next Level 

The PDF Available here is a version of the Medieval Tailor’s Assistant.  This book is very useful to see all of the layers of 

medieval garments from the height of the middle ages.  This book is a great resource. 

http://www.strony.toya.net.pl/~kuswir/MTA.pdf 

The Medieval Tailor's Assistant, 2nd Edition: Common Garments 1100-1480 Paperback – May 30, 2015 

by Sarah Thursfield  (Author) 

Paperback: 239 pages 

Publisher: Costume and Fashion Pr; 2nd edition (May 30, 2015) 

Language: English 

ISBN-10: 0896762955 

ISBN-13: 978-0896762954 

 

The class available on this website is a powerful tool for drafting fitted patterns.  It might be a challenge for many to 

visualize, but once you can draft a pattern using this technique you can vary the resulting patterns to generate many 

different garments or easily make patterns from other reference sources. 

http://www.chesholme.com/wfiles/2-1-Cotehardie.pdf 

Other Interesting Sites 
 

https://armourandcastings.com/en_US/ 

http://www.larsdatter.com/ 

http://cottesimple.com/  

http://quietpress.com/ 

http://www.chesholme.com/sator.php  

http://www.strony.toya.net.pl/~kuswir/MTA.pdf
https://smile.amazon.com/Sarah-Thursfield/e/B00S8PGII2/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
http://www.chesholme.com/wfiles/2-1-Cotehardie.pdf
https://armourandcastings.com/en_US/
http://www.larsdatter.com/
http://cottesimple.com/
http://quietpress.com/
http://www.chesholme.com/sator.php

